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The world of racing is very closed.

Many people struggle to know how to enter. I also struggled to find and I’ve came a very long way.

From my experience, BRP built up a system to be a racing driver.

My racing life started from driving in the circuit with a tuning car, which I maintained myself.

To improve my driving skill, I entered the world of racing. I met many people there, and they helped me.

Reason why I’m here now is because of the support from these people.

Birth Racing Project CEO  Kouichi Okumura

Our biggest purpose is to make the environment to enjoy the race with a fantastic team for your entire life.

To achieve this goal, we keep our foot down on the accelerator for you. Let’s enjoy the racing with us.



To make the environment to enjoy cars and races for the entire life.

To give the opportunity for adults to do their best safely.

To enjoy weekends with teammates and family.

To give the impression, which you can’t forget.

These things motivate us strongly.

Do not give up your dream.

Birth Racing Project exists to make your dream come true.

～ Your Dream Come True～



FIA GT3

Rental racing car service

Race entering support service

Free practice support service

SHIFT  www.shift-racing.co.jp

Service

Maintenance

Regulation : FIA-GT3 | Manufacture : Mercedes-Benz AMG

Name : SLS AMG GT3 | Engine : M159 V8 6,208cc

Power : 571hp | Torque : 66.3kg-m

Gearbox : 6 speed semi automatic

Machine

SuperGT(SGT) | Super Car Race(SCR)

GT Asia | Super Taikyu | Asian Le Mans

Race

The top of BRP racing service in Japan consists of three service of FIA-GT3 car,  
race entering support service, rental racing car service and free practice support 
service. Our GT3 car is Mercedes-Benz SLS AMG GT3. The car is famous for 
having a beautiful design and high performance. Because the 6.3L AMG engine 
has huge torque and the car has very clever electronics devices, like ABS and 
TCS, both professional and gentleman drivers can drive safely in the racing speed.
For the crashing and damaging during the race from driving mistakes, we have a 
special insurance for racing cars. So you can concentrate on the race with GT3 car.
Maintenance of our GT3 car is by SHIFT. SHIFT is a very experienced factory to 
maintain the racing cars not only in Japan but also in the world, such as the 
Nürburgring. Our service supports your race with the best system at GT race in Japan.

The Japanese top racing series to you.



Race entering support service

Road Runner Racing(Germany) 

Service

Maintenance

Regulation : Nürburgring 24 hour race CUP3(SP3)

Manufacture : Renault Sport

Name : Clip Cup | Engine : F4R 2,000cc

Power : 230ps | Torque : 28.9kg-m

Gearbox : 6-speed sequential mission

Machine

Nürburgring VLN race

ADAC Nürburgring 24 hour race

Race

BRP supports you to enter the 24 hour race and VLN series at the worlds' 
toughest race track, Nürburgring.
We support you to race with Road Runner Racing in Germany, which is 
famous for a well experienced racing factory at Nürburgring. We give you 
the environment you can win. The cars, which you can choose, are BMW 
M235i Racing and Renault Clio Cup. Renault Clio Cup is small, but it is 
well balanced and has 6-speed sequential gearbox.
Every year, more than 200,000 spectators come to the 24 hour race. This 
scale can’t be experienced in Japan, other than this race and you must be 
fascinated by everything. The door to the world is open to you.

The toughest endurance race, which has
200,000 spectators, fascinates you.

Nürburgring 24h & VLN Race

BMW M235i Racing



Rental racing car service

Race entering support service

Free practice support service

J’s Corporation  www.jsracing.co.jp

Service

Maintenance

Regulation : N1(For Super Taikyu) | Manufacture : Honda

Name : Fit(Jazz) RS | Engine : L15

Power : 132ps | Torque : 15.8kg-m (On a catalogue)

Gearbox : 6-speed H pattern

Machine

Super Taikyu series

Class : ST-X, ST-1, ST-2, ST-3, ST-4, ST-5 and ST-A

Race

Super Taikyu series is the next step from one make race and JAF local 
series in our system. We support all things to enter this series.
Super Taikyu series is one of the top racing category in Japan, which both 
professional and gentleman drivers can participate. The race is held all over 
Japan with 3~4 drivers in each team and it is the endurance race for 3 to 7 hours.
ST-5 class is suitable to enter for the beginners, because it’s reasonable with 
amazing performance . Also we can support to race at other classes from 
cooperated teams.
Maintenance is by J’s Corporation(J’s Racing). J’s Corporation is very 
famous for Honda tuning around the world. With reliable and fast cars, we 
support your race at Super Taikyu series.

SUPER TAIKYU

Next step to you, Super Taikyu series.



BRP  www.brp.gr.com

Race

Race entering support service

Free practice support service

Service

The service offered by

Suzuka Clubman Race(Entire course, East course and West course)

Formula Enjoy(FE)

SuperFJ(SFJ)

F4

1.5 Challenge

VITA(Clubman sport)

FF Challenge

Super Touring

We support you to enter the Suzuka Club Man Race. This race series is held at 
Suzuka circuit, which is famous for one of the most technical circuit in F1 
calendar. There are some race categories for both formula car and touring car. 
JAF local series is held at many circuits around Japan, but this series is famous 
for one of the highest level series. When you race in the high level series, your 
driving skill improves much faster. As a formula car race, there are two series, 
Formula Enjoy(FE), which is for beginners, and Super FJ(SFJ), which is held 
around Japan. For touring car, these two series, FF Challenge, which uses 
Honda Civic, and 1.5 Challenge, which is one make race of Honda Fit(Jazz), 
are famous. These days, club man sports, VITA, is more popular than before 
in this series. You can enjoy and improve at the same time with great rivals.

SUZUKA CLUB MAN RACE

Improving your skills at high level JAF 
official race series.



BRP  www.brp.gr.com

Rental racing car service

Race entering support service

Free practice support service

Service

Maintenance

Regulation : N0 One make race | Manufacture : Honda

Name : N-ONE(with turbocharger) | Engine : S07A 660cc

Power : 64ps | Torque : 10.6kg-m (On a catalogue)

Gearbox : 7 Speed paddle shift

Machine

N-ONE OWNER’S CUP

Race

We support the race entering of Honda N-ONE OWNER’S CUP, which is 
suitable for people, who just want to start racing.
The car is Honda N-ONE one make car, which is N0 regulation. Because it 
has 7-speed CVT paddle shift, even if you have little experience of driving,
you can start racing easily. Compared to other race categories, the top speed 
is not so fast, but you can learn the basic of driving and atmosphere. Also 
the cost is very reasonable in JAF official series, you can enter the series 
without worrying.
You can choose  rental racing car service and race entering support service 
including cars, mechanics and driving support.

Small and cute but JAF official race for 
beginners.

N-ONE OWNER'S CUP



We have driver training service with using the BRP original touring car 
special driving simulator. Driver can experience in the short time without 
spending money.
This special simulator for touring cars has three gearbox styles, 6-speed H 
pattern, sequential and 2 pedals paddle shift. With these gearbox styles 
cover the all racing cars in the world, which we can drive.
Our simulator is only for BDTP drivers and BRP allowed drivers, so drivers 
can concentrate to drive in the special training room.
Also in this simulator, there are data of our Super Taikyu series car, BRP 
Fit(Jazz) RS, and SLS AMG GT3 for original. Before driving the real 
racing cars, you can gain experiences with our simulator.

RACING SIMULATOR

Racing simulator for all touring car categories in the world.



BDTP(BRP Driver Training Program) is the training program for the 
people, who dream to be a racing driver. The door to be a racing driver is 
very small and people hardly find the clear way. But BRP made a BDTP to 
expand the door to the motor sport and to enjoy the race professionally.
BDTP drivers find their own way to achieve their goals along their cost and 
environment from race programs.
They learn the technic and the skill as a racing driver by experience, for 
example training with our simulator and tuning car race, because they can 
race without license.
The most important thing to know is that they can’t race alone, even if they 
have the technic and knowledge. If you want to be a racing driver, you need 
people to support your dream. To make a good team with good human 
relations is also an important part of the program of BDTP. Through the 
race, we aim to produce drivers while making good human relations 
alongside of the driving skill.

Driver training program to support future racing drivers.

BRP DRIVER TRAINING PROGRAM



Estar Building 2-4-17 Nishiura Yokkaichi-shi Mie-ken 510-0071 JAPAN
TEL：+81-59-359-2838     FAX：+81-59-350-2471
e-mail：office@brp.gr.com

Main office : 

5419 Suehiro-cho Suzuka-shi Mie-ken 513-0822 JAPANGarage : 

Birth Co. Ltd. Motorsports section
Birth Racing Project [BRP]
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